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As part of its overall efforts to find more effective ways to attract visitors to its
state, Tourism Maine tested the use of customized digital printing in its
marketing campaigns. Variable data printing was used to produce custom
travel guides based on the particular interests of people responding to
questions on the Maine web site. To test the new approach, the customized
mailing was run against a static mailing and the results were tracked to
enable comparison of the two approaches for use in designing future
marketing campaigns.
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Project:

Tourism Maine Increases Response and Revenues with
Personalized Pocket Guide

Vertical Market:

Travel

Business Application:

Collateral Management

Business Objectives
The overall objective was to test the power of one-to-one marketing against
the traditional “one size fits all” approach of static direct mail. Specific
objectives included:

•
•
•
•
•

Provide consumers with customized brochures relevant to their requests
for information made on the Maine Web site
Increase responses, visitor traffic to Maine and revenues
Test customized direct marketing vs. static direct marketing, in both
visitor traffic and revenues, with a view toward planning future
campaigns
Get the metrics needed to make a strong business case for a customized
marketing communications program utilizing variable data printing
Create an infrastructure for follow up marketing efforts to past and
potential visitors to Maine

Results
The program demonstrated that the variable data-driven package, which
included a Personalized Pocket Guide, outperformed the static “one size fits
all” package in the following ways:

•
•
•

23.4% increase in revenue generated from variable data-driven package
over the static package (attributable to increased visitor traffic)
24.1% increase in the response rate of the variable data-driven package
over the static one
72% of consumers indicated the customized Personalized Pocket Guide
was helpful in planning their trip

•

96% planned a trip to Maine in 2007-2008

•

Future strategic program development is currently under way
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Campaign Architecture
Within its conventional advertising program, the State of Maine used its Web
site (www.visitMaine.com) to offer prospective visitors a chance to request
information about traveling to Maine. People who responded became
candidates to receive promotional mailings as part of a new campaign
designed to test the use of static mailing against customized mailing.
The campaign centered on mailing two different packets of materials: one to
a control group and one to a test group of the same size. The control group
received packets containing static direct mail. The test group received
digitally printed custom materials as well as some static material.
Both packets contained return postcards for use in tracking results, and both
included an offer of a chance for a free shopping spree at L.L. Bean if the
recipient returned their cards with feedback. Tourism Maine used the
postcards for tracking and also noted responders’ activity on the suggested
web sites and their use of toll-free telephone numbers.

Target Audience
The target audience was consumers requesting travel information about
Maine and people who responded to questions at the Maine Web site
regarding plans to visit the state. The prospects were divided randomly into
control and test groups, with approximately 500 packets going out each week
(250 to each group) for about 15 weeks, as people responded to queries at
the Web site.
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Depending upon the number of questions answered by the consumer, more
than 2,000 unique variations of the Personalized Pocket Guide were possible.

Creative and Outbound Pieces
The control audience received a static direct mail packet and the test
audience received a customized packet, although both audiences received
an identical 245-page, static Travel Guidebook & Map. Besides the static
guidebook, the control audience received a generic postcard as a response
device, asking questions pertaining to the usefulness of the complete
package.
The package for the test audience included two custom items in addition to
the static Travel Guidebook & Map:

•

A Personalized Pocket Guide with content based on information each
person entered at VisitMaine.com. It was printed on a single sheet (40″
wide × 7″ high), folded to form eight 5″×7″ panes of specific, userrequested information. Variable information included the recipient’s
name plus customized copy and images determined by the season the
visitor planned to travel, the region to be visited, activities of interest to
the visitor and upcoming events scheduled to take place in the same time
frame. The customized Guide also served to drive visitors to other
relevant web sites for more information. The Guide was designed by
Tourism Maine with DMM, Xerox, Terminal Van Gogh Ltd. and Portland
Webworks.
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•

A personalized postcard to be used as a response device, populated with
the recipient’s name and address, as well as a photo that changed based
on the region the individual had expressed interest in. It included survey
questions about the recipient’s travel plans and queries pertaining to the
usefulness of the Personalized Pocket Guide:
•
•
•
•
•

When are you planning to visit
Maine? – by month and year
Where are you planning to go?
– by region
What are you planning to do?
– by activity
When did you last visit Maine?
Was the information included in
the package helpful? Why?
Personalized response card – top image
changes based on recipient’s interest

Offer
Both audiences received the offer of a free shopping spree at L.L.Bean. They
would be entered in a drawing if they returned their postcard surveys. Three
recipients won shopping sprees.

List
The list was comprised of people who went to the Maine Web site and
requested information about visiting Maine.

Reasons for Success
As Theresa Cloutier, DMM’s Senior Vice President of Marketing, noted, “The
higher response rates and increased revenue due to greater visitor traffic
which were generated by the personalized approach demonstrates one
measure of success.”
“In addition, actual consumer feedback demonstrates another. The
Personalized Pocket Guide was a hit with people who received it. There were
many things about the Guide that people liked. Most liked the size and its
efficiency. Others liked the regional web sites. And many reported that it was
helpful in planning their trips because they were able to learn more about
what to do in Maine.”
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“This education piece was important,” Cloutier added, “since approximately
60% of those receiving the information had never visited Maine. From a
strategic standpoint, the overall objective of the program is to attract firsttime visitors – 96% of the respondents reported planning a trip to Maine in
either ’07 or ’08. The Guide was successful in achieving this goal.”
Feedback from both groups of recipients – those receiving customized and
generic packages – was mostly positive, praising the supply of information as
well as the convenient presentation. Among those who received the
Personalized Pocket Guide, comments included: “Addressed my interests,”
“Gave me what I asked for,” “We can find which places would be nice to
visit,” “Good info on regional interests,” “It provided me with a lot more info
than searching on the Internet,” and “I’ve never been to Maine so it gave me
good ideas on where to spend my time.”
In addition, 6% of the respondents went to the other Web sites suggested
due to recipients’ expressed interests. Feedback indicated that visitors found
the sites helpful in providing specific ideas for trip planning.
Looking beyond the success of this initial program in attracting visitors to
Maine, Tourism Maine is addressing the question of how to design future
campaigns. Part of the plan being considered is to integrate the Personalized
Pocket Guide into the overall marketing program in both digital print and in
an online format.
“Tourism Maine understands the value of offering potential visitors
individualized guides reflecting what they ask for as opposed to generic
guides. They’re interested in moving forward,” says Cloutier, although, she
adds, “budgets are always an issue.” Plans are being made to make
improvements in the area of content development, specifically more photos,
since Tourism Maine had limited creative assets. They also foresee more
precise tracking which will make it easier to implement new ideas and finetune the process.
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Client

Tourism Maine
www.visitmaine.com
The Office of Tourism, a division of the Department of Economic and
Community Development, is responsible for implementing an overall marketing
program domestically, in Canada and overseas for the State of Maine. The
tourism industry accounts for 20.8% of Maine’s gross state product.

Print Provider &
Agencies

DMM, Inc.
www.thinkdmm.com
DMM is a 25-year-old, end-to-end, direct marketing solution provider that
develops one-to-one customized communication programs using digital
technologies. It offers multichannel, Web-to-print and transpromotional services.
Capabilities include strategic campaign development, database analytics,
variable data printing, direct mail production, email marketing, campaign
management, fulfillment and online inventory systems, ROI tracking and crossmedia integration.
Terminal Van Gogh Ltd.
www.terminalvangogh.com
Terminal Van Gogh is a marketing communications company that specializes in
one-to-one communication programs and partners with Xerox.
Portland Webworks
www.portlandwebworks.com
Portland Webworks is a software development firm specializing in consulting,
design and implementation.

Hardware

Xerox iGen 3

Software

XMPie; Xerox DocuSP composition; Mail-shop job ticketing (DMM’s proprietary
software for production tracking); PPML
Data processing: Business Objects

PPML

Produced using PPML

Finishing

MBO Folder and Bowe Cutter Systems

Target Audience

Consumers requesting travel information about Maine

Distribution

7,448 total, including 3,724 to the control group and 3,724 to the test group,
approximately 500 of which were mailed weekly throughout the program

Date

Weekly, August 2007 – December 2007 (six-month test program)
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